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Abstract. Understanding human mobility patterns requires access to
timely and reliable data for an adequate policy response. This data
can come from several sources, such as mobile devices. Additionally, the
wide availability of communications networks enables applications (mo-
bile apps) to generate data anytime and anywhere thanks to their general
adoption by individuals. Although data is generated from personal de-
vices, if a relevant set of metrics is applied to it, it can become useful
for the authorities and the community as a whole. This paper explores
new methods for gathering and analyzing location-based data using a
mobile application called WalkingStreet. The article also illustrates the
great potential of human mobility metrics for moving spatial measures
beyond census units, key measures of individual, collective mobility and
a mix of the two, investigating a range of important social phenomena,
the heterogeneity of activity spaces and the dynamic nature of spatial
segregation.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decade smart cities have been enhanced with the introduction
of new technological devices, increasing the data capture points generated from
interaction with citizens. Along with this ubiquity of devices, there is growing
concern about the impact human mobility phenomena have on the sustainability
of cities [12]. Additionally, both academia and industry have introduced a term
and definition related to human mobility in cities by Information and Commu-
nication Technologies (ICTs) which is smart human mobility [15]. Therefore, it
is not surprising that the study of human mobility has contributed to solve the
problems of smart cities.

Human mobility prototypes are proposed in the literature to measure the
moving spatial beyond census units [11], investigate the heterogeneity of activity
spaces [1], to predict movement patterns based on personality or spatio-temporal
routines [16], to provide real time information of contrasting social and non-social
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sources of predictability in human mobility [2], to calculate the travel time of
any trip [17], and to monitor human mobility during big events [18]. These pilot
studies illustrate the great potential of mobile phone methodology and the role
of mobile-based innovation in phenomena related to people’s movements.

To promote more human mobility analysis, current strategies have used met-
rics to measure and discover daily mobility patterns taking advantage of mobile
devices data such as smartphones. [14] uses a non-parametric Bayesian model-
ing method such as Infinite Gaussian Mixture Model (IGMM) to estimate the
probability density and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as the metric to mea-
sure the similarity of different probability distributions of daily mobility. In [20],
the authors re-examined human mobility patterns via cell-phone position data
recorded and considered four metrics to quantify the trajectories of individuals.
However, this work revealed that Markov process can quantitatively reproduce
the observed travel patterns at both individual and population levels at all rel-
evant time-scales. Furthermore, [9, 10, 19] analyze data-driven human mobility
metrics and their correlations with the transmissibility of COVID-19 using mo-
bility data collected from mobile phone users. Thus, thanks to the availability
of timely data and choosing appropriate metrics, mobile platforms can be de-
veloped for near-real-time mapped and predicted human mobility to help policy
makers and the public (e.g, companies, communities and cities).

Inspired by existing metrics and mobile solutions, we aim to build a mobile
application called WalkingStreet App. This novel human mobility app enables
a visual interpretation of the phenomena related to people’s movements. It in-
corporates (1) different strategies for human mobility analysis that use a poten-
tiality wide range of the Google Maps Android API like clustering— handles
the display of a large number of points, heat maps — displays a large number
of points as a heat map, poly encoding and decoding — compact encoding for
paths and spherical geometry (i.e, distance, heading and area); (2) several mo-
bility metrics and patterns from data, both at the individual and collective level
(i.e, length of displacements and typical distance); (3) synthetic individual tra-
jectories using standard mathematical models such as random walk models; (4)
assessing the privacy risk associated with a mobility datasets, and (5) different
geographical formats like geoshape (polygon), or geotrace (polyline), that can
be associated with other types of information. However, our mobile application
does not consider prediction algorithms for now, since that it requires access to a
huge amount of human mobility data. Moreover, this work is a prototype mobile
device application designed to use georeferenced datasets with different formats
such as Keyhole Markup Language (KML) and GeoJSON data supported by an
API infrastructure in background based on sensor data.

With the WalkingStreet App, we aim to investigate the geographical regu-
larity and variability of human mobility in local public amenities; to quantify
the extent of spatial and temporal regularity and variability in these places; to
explore geometry mapping features for georeferencing human mobility trajec-
tories; to measure the availability and accessibility of local urban amenities or
Point-Of-Interests (POIs); and, to assess the correlation between human mobil-
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ity and sociodemographic characteristics of Barcelos population, a city located
in the North of Portugal. Normally, internet-based travel diary instruments or
traditional survey approaches are used to solve these tasks. However, we draw
a prototype to estimate human mobility based on GPS traces of two simple
datasets (i.e, KML and GeoJSON data). This app also is a simpler deployment
and scalable alternative. Moreover, it provides a suite for offline mapping and
visualization of geo-referenced data from a soft data mining process and support
for a basic infrastructure.These may be the main differences between this and
other existing projects [3, 6].

The rest of this paper presents the WalkingStreet prototype and is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes the geo-referenced datasets and human mobility
metrics employed to analyze the relationship between local amenities and mo-
bility flows. We also discuss our prototype. Section 3 presents the details of the
graphical view interface incorporated in the prototype. In Section 4, we present
and discuss the results and their implications for the prototype. Lastly, we sum-
marize the key insights from our analysis and discuss potential avenues for future
work in Section 5.

2 WalkingStreet Prototype

Based on the potential of georeferenced data, we define Barcelos City as our area
of study, assigning a coordinate system on two datasets. We have also chosen a
set of metrics to estimate human mobility. Finally, we present the architecture
of a novel open mobile mapping tool that allow views, queries, and analyzes
proposed datasets.

2.1 Geo-referenced Datasets

A pair of datasets is used to verify and validate the human mobility data and
include geo-referenced information, i.e. placename and geospatial referencing.
This data is collected based on innovative capture methods such as MyGeodata
Converter, a converter for geospatial data [7]. Although this makes it difficult
to analyze results obtained, since the idea is to propose a scope/prototype, for
the time being without commercial purposes and they are easily delivered on
the Internet and viewed in a free application, we believe that the innovative
data capture model comparing with another modern sources is more adequate
to achieve the objectives of this article.

In this work we use a KML dataset, an official Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) standard. It is an XML-based format for storing geographic, associated
content of several POIs of Barcelos City such as Tourist Spots, or user-specific
places such Commercial Points. KML is a common format for sharing geographic
data with non-Geographic Information System (GIS) users. Regarding KML el-
ements, this dataset is composed of feature and raster elements including points,
lines, polygons, and pictures. Whereas this kind of dataset is typically seen as
separate and homogeneous elements (for example, point feature classes can only
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contain points, rasters can only contain cells or pixels and not features), a single
KML file can contain features of different types.

The second dataset includes Geodata data package, providing GeoJSON
polygons of the Barcelos City. It defines several types of JSON objects and
combines them to represent data about geographic features, their properties,
and their spatial extents [8]. Finally, GeoJSON consists of the different parts (1)
Geometry object is the location information; (2) Feature object is a geometry
object which associates random ad hoq data and does not take into consideration
what data is associated with the location information; and (3) FeatureCollection
is a list of feature objects. Therefore, GeoJSON dataset typically consists of a
FeatureCollection containing a list of data. In this work we use GeoJSON as
a means to collect and share location data acquired from mobile devices. The
struture of poligons and data collected will further developed in future work to
account for data privacy as the objective is to determine flows of movement and
not every single person’s movement.

2.2 Human Mobility Metrics

We leverage a set of metrics to analyze the patterns of human mobility in the
two datasets. One of them is trajectory preprocessing method. As any analytical
process, mobility data analysis requires validation metrics. Thus, the trajectory
preprocessing step allows the user to perform two metrics: stop detection and
stop clustering. In these metrics, some points in a trajectory are called Stay
Points or Stop Points. To detect them we apply spatial clustering algorithms to
cluster trajectory points by looking at their spatial proximity. In other words,
based on heatmaps of WalkingStreet app we find these visited points by a moving
object. For example, we can identify the stops where the object spent at least
minutes within a distance spatial radius, from a given point. In this work, our
mobile application merges all the points that are closer than 0.5km from each
other.

Another metric is origin-destination matrix. It represents the flow of objects
between two locations based in specific column names and data types such as
Origin, Destination and Flow. In human mobility tasks, the territory is covered
by the bi-dimensional space using a countable number of geometric shapes (e.g.,
squares, hexagons) with no overlaps and no gaps. For instance, for the analysis
of human mobility flows, we aggregate flows of people moving among locations.

Other metrics are useful to capture the patterns of human mobility at individ-
ual and collective levels. Individual measures summarize the mobility patterns
of a single moving object, while collective measures summarize mobility patterns
of a population as a whole. The WalkingStreet app provides individual synthetic
trajectories corresponding to a single moving object, assuming that an object
is independent of the others. It provides the most data volume observed during
each time. With collective trajectories we can estimate spatial flows between a set
of discrete locations and compute thematic maps of the territory. For example,
we identify trips between neighborhoods, migration flows between municipalities
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or freight shipments between states. Therefore, through these metrics, we can
obtain several important human mobility patterns [4, 5].

2.3 Design and Architecture

In this paper the WalkingStreet architecture is inspired in Layered Architecture.
This approach combines the ideas of several other architectural approaches where
(1) to be tested and audited; (2) not depend on UI; and (3) not depend on
the database, external frameworks and libraries [13]. In addition, each layer is
also independent while still being able to transmit information and data. Thus,
our architecture (as illustrated in Fig. 1) is composed of three components:
Presentation Layer, Domain Layer and Data Layer.

Fig. 1: WalkingStreet application Architecture.

The user event goes to the Presenter. In this layer, the user selects a metric
and, then, it passes to the Use Case. Use Case of Domain layer makes a request
to the Repository, located in the Data layer. Repository gets the data stored in
GeoJSON and KML datasets, creates an Entity, passes it to Use Case. The Use
Case gets all the Entity needs, being the place for all the domain processes and
operations. Then, applying them and his logic, he gets the result, and passes it
back to Presenter. And that, in turn, displays the result in the User Interface
(UI). Finally, the user visualizes the map of selected metric with several points.

As we mentioned, since we are presenting a prototype, we do not consider
it relevant to propose a concrete data source. In other words, in this phase of
our project the data source level is not important and do not use any database
located on a machine or the API of a service available on the internet, all available
data is stored by GeoJSON and KML files.

3 Implementation and Graphical View

In this section, we present methods for the exploration of human movement
patterns using the proposed tracking formats (i.e, KML and GeoJSON). But,
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first we define the user flow of mobile app interface. This flow is the path that the
user follows to access the several available maps, performed by selected metric
(e.g, the user can see the map associated with the clustering metric). Then, we
present some metrics that can be analysed based on mobility flow maps in the
WalkingStreet prototype. These maps are used to extract flows from proposed
datasets, rendering trajectory lines.

3.1 Mobility Presentation

The WalkingStreet app design has a focus on a user-friendly flow, promoting
easy browsing through its contents. The process of designing the user flow also
helped to prioritize content requirements, in terms of human mobility metrics
that can be accomplished and put in the right place in order to achieve this in
the most efficient way possible. Additionally, we avoid potential barriers in the
navigation flow and implement quick routes to complete the intended actions.

Fig. 2 explains the process of a user getting the map that applies spatial
clustering algorithms to cluster trajectory points by looking at their spatial
proximity. At each step in the flow is shown the wireframe available to users.

Fig. 2: Flow of the mobile application interface.

In this example, when a user selects an available metric in left menu the
wireframe corresponds to the same app page, rather than representing different
app pages. Each step clearly indicates the hotspots that connect to the next step
in the task flow. An arrow is used to indicate the specific UI component where
the user takes action such as a tap on a button and selecting a metric, and points
to another wireframe image of what happens as a result of the interaction, i.e, a
list of several map options associated with the selected human mobility metric.
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The second ”node” of that interaction shows the same page with the result of
that interaction, e.g., display a large number of points as a heat map. Thus, the
arrows clearly indicates the clickable ”hotspots” that lead to the next step in
the flow, in order to decrease the ambiguity in the wireflow.

3.2 Analytic Metrics

Understanding human mobility and how it manifests across temporal and spa-
tial scales can be conceptually possible by implementing a set of metrics using
GoogleMaps API. This section shows how our prototype drives important met-
rics to analyze the patterns of human mobility.

Trajectory Extraction This flow extraction is based on the georeference data
and determine flow of the human mobility in specific time. In Fig. 3, the resulting
flows can be visualized, for example, to explore the popularity of different paths
of movement:

Fig. 3: Flow of extracting trajectory.

After the prototype has been computed, the flow algorithm computes tran-
sitions between points. An individual moving from point A to point B triggers
an update of the corresponding flow. Additionally, the raw human mobility data
records need to be converted into trajectories. Afterwards, each trajectory is
processed independently ensuring (1) the distance to the match is below the dis-
tance threshold; (2) ensuring (2) the flow is retrieved or created in the prototype;
and (3) and flow direction matches the record’s direction.

This approach scales two datasets where the flow results and the trajectory
have to be kept in memory for each iteration. However, this algorithm does
not allow for continuous updates. Flows would have to be recomputed (at least
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locally) whenever datasets changed. Therefore, the algorithm does not support
the exploration of continuous data streams.

Generating trajectories This method explores origin-destination relation-
ships in several trajectories. The GeoJSON and KML databases identify indi-
vidual trips with their start/end locations and trajectories between them. More-
over, trip trajectories were generated by consecutive records into continuous
tracks and then splitting them at stops. For example, in our paper, we extracted
human mobility paths which meant that we also had to account for observation
gaps when individuals had no access to wi-fi, no longer had wireless network
access due to lack of mobile data or weak network. Fig. 4 explores trajectories
for two users.

Fig. 4: Flow of generating trajectory.

Like extracting trajectory metric, the trajectory aggregation approach uses
human trajectory data and the fact that operations only produce correct results
if applied to a complete and chronologically sorted set of location records. This
means that an aggregator needs to collect and sort the entire track on the map.
Although the volume of datasets used in this prototype is reduced and we still
don’t have to worry about out-of-memory errors potentially being frequently
encountered, it will be a challenge when the WalkingStreet app deals with large
datasets.

Human mobility data aggregation Visualizations of point density maps
called heat maps provide data exploration capabilities for reduced datasets. Al-
though be limited in volume of data comparing with existing aggregation ap-
proaches to large datasets, these aggregation approaches can reveal movement
patterns.
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Using gespatial tools such as HeatmapTileProvider, it is quite straightforward
to query timestamped location records. Thanks to the integration of Heatmap-
TileProvider with Google Maps for Android it is also possible to redraw the
tiles with the available options such as Radius, Gradient and Opacity which can
be equally visualized and explored. Although these setups get point maps and
point density maps using an aggregation method, other important movement
characteristics like speed and direction are not included.

Fig. 5: Flow of the aggregating human mobility data.

Fig. 5 shows how our application explores human movement data. It gives
a first impression of the spatial distribution of records. The real value becomes
clearer when we zoom in and start exploring local patterns. Then we can discover
more details about movements. Even though the points we use are rather dis-
tributed, the densities are clearly formed in some locations. We can see exactly
where these densities are and human mobility there, without having to increase
the grid resolution to impractical values. The marker size shows the concentra-
tion of records on the location and thus helps distinguish heavily traveled zones
from minor ones.

4 Results and Discussion

As shown in this paper, to explore human mobility datasets we needed to ag-
gregate the data. These aggregations helped to discover patterns and visual
exploration of human movements. But, applied in large datasets can be compu-
tationally expensive and therefore slow to generate. On the other hand, density
maps are readily available and quick to compute but they provide only very
limited insight. However, these metrics are a starting point for a new approach
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to exploring human mobility. Using raw location records, different forms of ag-
gregation can be useful to learn more about GeoJSON and KML datasets:

1. aggregating raw location records to summarize human movements;
2. connecting consecutive records into continuous tracks to generate trajecto-

ries;
3. representing trajectory clusters by extracting flows.

Besides clever aggregation approaches, the human mobility datasets used in
this article also require appropriate computing resources. To ensure that we can
efficiently explore these datasets, we have implemented the aggregation steps
in the WalkingStreet app. This enables us to run the computations on general-
purpose computing clusters that can be scaled according to the dataset size.

However, during the development of WalkingStreet application problems
were identified and some common statements were considered. In particular,
human mobility data is sensitive since the movements of individuals can reveal
confidential personal information, creating serious privacy risks. Or malicious
actors can get to know a certain number of locations visited by an individual,
but they do not know the temporal order of the visits. In addition, extract-
ing trajectories from large datasets can also be challenging, particularly if the
records of individual moving objects don’t fit into memory anymore and if the
spatial and temporal extent varies widely.

5 Conclusions and future work

This project has showcased how a human mobility app works/could work a hu-
man mobility application, using Google Maps API, GeoJSON, KML, and API
in Python. The app helps to review the information about a zone and calcu-
late a trajectory between points on maps from georeference previously defined
in proposed datasets. As these datasets contain multiple trajectories from few
users, the preprocessing methods automatically apply to the single trajectory
and, when necessary, to the collective moving. In order to promote the interac-
tion of the user with maps, different metric types can be selected, a few standard
Google Maps controls are added, such as zoom controls; map scale control; and
tooltips (e.g. place name). Additionally, the applicability of a set of metrics to
facilitate their understanding until decision-making by the authorities should be
as narrow as possible. Finally, choosing Clean Architecture is a good solution to
this problem because it is not tied to a specific framework or database. In addi-
tion, each layer is also independent while still being able to transmit information
and data.

In future work, we plan to introduce more users/individuals records in our
research, investigating urban community patterns. Our aim is to avoid tradi-
tional methods to collect data and use self-reported data method. Self-reported
data can provide additional value compared to traditional data since this data
might be more spatially accurate, not outdated and with a frequent sampling
time to make comparisons. Thus, in the next release, we will provide a way for
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users to send geo-referenced data via the proposed application. Predicting hu-
man mobility is another crucial component of urban planning and management.
We will predict the individual or collective behaviors over time based on the per-
son’s past trajectory and the geographical features of the area. The effectiveness
of the prediction process (e.g, in terms of points of interest and trip distance)
will be possible using a massive mobile phone location dataset along with an
improvement in our API features in Python.
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